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Abstract

Whereas quantum complexity theory has traditionally been concerned with problems arising from
classical complexity theory (such as computing boolean functions), it also makes sense to study the
complexity of inherently quantum operations such as constructing quantum states or performing
unitary transformations. With this motivation, we define models of interactive proofs for synthesizing
quantum states and unitaries, where a polynomial-time quantum verifier interacts with an untrusted
quantum prover, and a verifier who accepts also outputs an approximation of the target state (for
the state synthesis problem) or the result of the target unitary applied to the input state (for the
unitary synthesis problem); furthermore there should exist an “honest” prover which the verifier
accepts with probability 1.
Our main result is a “state synthesis” analogue of the inclusion PSPACE ⊆ IP: any sequence
of states computable by a polynomial-space quantum algorithm (which may run for exponential
time) admits an interactive protocol of the form described above. Leveraging this state synthesis
protocol, we also give a unitary synthesis protocol for polynomial space-computable unitaries that
act nontrivially on only a polynomial-dimensional subspace. We obtain analogous results in the
setting with multiple entangled provers as well.
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Abridged Introduction

In quantum computing and quantum information processing, there are tasks that are
“inherently quantum”, meaning that it does not even make sense for a classical computer to
perform them. Such tasks include:
State synthesis: given an implicit description of a quantum state, construct the state.
State transformations: given an implicit description of a quantum operation (e.g. a
unitary), perform it on a given input state.
Many quantum protocols and algorithms are most naturally viewed as synthesizing a state,
performing a state transformation, or both. For example, primitives in quantum cryptography
such as quantum money [1] or quantum pseudorandom states [7] revolve around constructing
highly entangled, difficult-to-clone states. The class of algorithms known as variational
quantum eigensolvers are meant to prepare grounds states of physical systems [4]. A decoder
for a quantum error-correcting code transforms noise-corrupted states into noise-free states [9].
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IPs for Synthesizing Quantum States and Unitaries

This motivates the study of the complexity of state synthesis and state transformations.
The central question is the following: how difficult is it to prepare a given state or perform a
given unitary transformation? Unlike how search and decision problems can often be reduced
to each other in classical computer science, such “inherently quantum” tasks cannot obviously
be reduced to analogous classical decision or search problems. For example, it is unknown
whether the ability to decide the local Hamiltonian problem in polynomial time implies the
ability to efficiently construct ground states of local Hamiltonians on a quantum computer.1
We investigate interactive proofs for synthesizing states and unitaries. In traditional
models of interactive proofs (even the ones associated with quantum complexity classes such
as QIP and MIP∗ ), the goal of the verifier is to solve a decision problem with the help of an
all-powerful prover. We propose a model of “inherently quantum” interactive proofs where
the verifier’s goal is to synthesize a quantum state or perform a quantum operation. The
challenge is for the verifier to use the help of an untrusted prover to perform these tasks in
a verifiable way. We first discuss interactive state synthesis, and then discuss interactive
unitary synthesis.

1.1

Interactive state synthesis

We prove the following, which (as we will soon discuss) can be seen as an analogue of the
inclusion PSPACE ⊆ IP for state synthesis:
▶ Theorem 1. Let (| ψn ⟩)n∈N denote a family of quantum states, where | ψn ⟩ is on n qubits,
such that there exists a polynomial-space quantum algorithm2 that on input 1n outputs | ψn ⟩.
Then there exists an interactive protocol between a polynomial-time quantum verifier and an
untrusted quantum prover that, on input 1n , constructs an approximation of | ψn ⟩. More
precisely, the protocol has the following guarantees: for all n ∈ N, when the verifier receives
input 1n ,
(Completeness) There exists an “honest” prover that is accepted by the verifier with
probability 1, and for which the verifier outputs a density matrix that is exponentially
close to | ψn ⟩⟨ ψn |.
(Soundness) For all prover strategies, the probability that the verifier accepts and outputs
a density matrix that is not even polynomially close to | ψn ⟩⟨ ψn | is exponentially small.
For comparison, the celebrated result IP = PSPACE [10, 11] shows that a polynomial-time
classical verifier can verify membership in any PSPACE language by interacting with an
all-powerful but untrusted prover. The IP = PSPACE protocol can straightforwardly be
extended to solve function problems, where the goal is to produce the first n (or more
generally poly(n)) bits of the output of a polynomial-space Turing machine on an input of
length n. In our state synthesis problem, the goal is not just to produce a string s on n bits
but an entire quantum state on n qubits.
This goal raises a number of challenges: first, the verifier has to somehow obtain information about exponentially many amplitudes in polynomial time. Second, the verifier has to
also check that the prover has not maliciously entangled itself with the n target qubits at the
P
end of the interaction; for example, if we write the target state as x αx | x ⟩, then the verifier
P
should ensure that it doesn’t have the first n qubits of the entangled state x αx | x ⟩ | ϕx ⟩
where the states {| ϕx ⟩} are in the possession of the prover.
1
2

In fact there is some evidence in the form of an oracle separation that efficient search-to-decision
reductions for QMA do not exist [5].
See the introduction of the full paper for a more precise description of what we mean by this.
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We note that Theorem 1 is not implied by the result QIP = PSPACE [6]. This is because
QIP, though defined in terms of quantum verifiers, is still a class of decision problems, and
the result does not say anything about the complexity of performing state synthesis. We do,
however, use the QIP = PSPACE protocol as a subroutine in our state synthesis protocol.
We also prove a partial converse to Theorem 1, which is analogous to the inclusion
IP ⊆ EXP. The uniformity condition makes this converse nontrivial: while every quantum
state on n qubits has a exp(poly(n))-size circuit that synthesizes it, it is not necessarily the
case that for an arbitrary state family (| ψn ⟩)n there is a single Turing machine that specifies
all of the exponential size circuits synthesizing each | ψn ⟩. We also prove an analogue of
Theorem 1 with multiple entangled provers, using MIP∗ = RE [8].

1.2

Interactive unitary synthesis

We prove the following, which can be seen as an analogue of the inclusion PSPACE ⊆ IP
for unitary synthesis, but only in the special case where each unitary has what we call
“polynomial action”; an n-qubit unitary has polynomial action if it acts nontrivially on a
subspace of dimension poly(n).
▶ Theorem 2. Let (Cn )n∈N denote a family of unitaries in “unitary PSPACE” with polynomial
action, where Cn acts on n qubits. Then there exists an interactive protocol between a
polynomial-time quantum verifier and an untrusted quantum prover that, given input an
n-qubit state | ϕ ⟩, constructs an approximation of Cn | ϕ ⟩, with completeness and soundness
guarantees analogous to those in Theorem 1.3
A difference between this problem and the state synthesis problem presented in Section 1.1
is that in the latter problem, the input C provides an implicit classical description of the
target state | ψ ⟩ = C | 0n ⟩. In the unitary synthesis problem, however, the input | ϕ ⟩ to the
circuit C is provided in quantum form. Even if an algorithm were given unlimited time, it
would not in general be able to compute a classical description of C | ϕ ⟩; this is because only
one copy of the state | ϕ ⟩ is provided. Furthermore, it is not even known how to efficiently
perform unitary synthesis with a trusted oracle [3], whereas it is known how to efficiently
perform state synthesis with a trusted oracle [2]. For these reasons, the unitary synthesis
problem appears more challenging than the state synthesis problem.
Interesting families of unitaries (Cn )n∈N that have polynomial action include reflections
Cn = I − 2 | θn ⟩⟨ θn | where (| θn ⟩)n is some family of states. These unitaries act nontrivially
on a one-dimensional subspace (namely, the space spanned by | θn ⟩). Since the states (| θn ⟩)n
might be extremely complicated (requiring exponential time to synthesize without the help
of a prover, for example), applying the unitaries (Cn )n can still be quite nontrivial.
We also show how to generalize Theorem 2 beyond polynomial-action unitary families,
provided that the verifier also receives a succinct description of a polynomial-dimensional
subspace which is promised to contain the input state | ϕ ⟩.
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